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Unmanned aerial vehicles swarm conflict based on multi-agent system
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Abstract: The multi-agent system theory is employed to build the maneuvering decision-making model for large-scale
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) swarm conflict. In this model, each UAV in the swarm is regarded as one independent
agent. With the establishment of UAV motion equation, individual behavior set and action criterion, each UAV keeps
on interacting with its neighboring environment and the UAV swarm conflict outcome emerges eventually from such a
process. Simulation experiments are conducted using MATLAB and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the built
decision-making model for UAV swarm conflict.
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抗决策总体框架 (The overall framework


























Fig. 1 The overall framework of UAV swarm conflict based
on multi-agent system
3 无人机集群的多 agent设计 (Multi-agent
design for UAV swarm)






























Fig. 3 The movement of UAV in two-dimensional plane
在图3中,以无人机位置为原点,以速度~v方向为













j~PHxj = j~PHj cos
~U




















=atan2(j~PHxj; j~PHyj) atan2(j~vaxj; j~vayj); (7)
其中~vax; ~vay分别为速度矢量~va的两个分量,则偏转角
为




P^p = Pp + ~vN:j~vj cos T + ~UNj~vj sinT; (9)
其中~vN; ~UN分别是~v和~U的标准化向量,则无人机飞
行方向偏转后新的速度方向为






aup:~v; j~vj < vmax;





aup:~v; j~vj < vmin;




























making for large-scale UAV swarm conflict)
































Actioni = fA1; A2; A3; A4; A5 g;
其中: A1代表巡航, A2代表接近目标, A3代表远离目
标, A4代表攻击目标, A5代表支援友机.



























1; Situationij is advantage;





































拦截. 双方各30架无人机在10 km18 km10 km的战
场空间对抗,每架无人机的参数设置如表1所示.
表 1 无人机参数设置
Table 1 Parameters of the UAV
参数 描述 数值/单位
vmax 无人机最大速度 150 m/s




dmin 无人机最小间距 100 m
Attackdistance 火力攻击距离 2000 m
Wmax 无人机有效射程 1500 m
KThreshold 态势估计阈值 0.5
































Fig. 7 The behavior decision-making process of the UAVs
图 7中纵坐标1, 2, 3, 4, 5分别对应行为决策集
























































图 11 仿真100, 500, 1000和1500次的试验结果统计
Fig. 11 The experiment statistic result by conducting 100, 500,
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